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Sweet as Villa Manis
Looking out over the lush neighbouring rice fields and out to the sea in the sleepy rural village of
Pererenan just north of Canggu on Bali's southwest coast, it's not hard to see how the owners of
Villa Manis came to fall in love with the area and build their dream home on this spot.
A family home before it became a holiday rental, the eight bedroom Villa Manis is warm and
literally embracing, with all four buildings having been laid out around the lovely large garden and
swimming pool. Hardwood floors, art and antiques and soft comfortable furnishings abound inside,
while outside lies perfectly manicured lawns and gardens filled with mature frangipani trees, palms
and fish ponds.

A villa of this size will always find a way to accommodate most larger groups of families and friends
and whatever permutations of adults and children that may arise. The bedrooms are all en-suite
and four of them are set up with twin bed configuration, proving the villa's popularity with families,
but these can be converted to queen beds for adults soon enough. There are four sofa beds in the
other four rooms to take up the slack for extra kids.
Special mention must be made of the master suite which takes up the entire top floor of the main
house and features a massive sleeping chamber with ocean views from the bed, its own wraparound balcony with daybed, tables, chairs and more views. The en-suite bathroom is decked out
with a jacuzzi tub, leather sofas and chairs and is bigger than an inner city apartment.
You'll never be stuck for things to do since the villa is loaded with facilities to suit all tastes from the
manic to the sedate, with a gym at one end of the spectrum and the spa at the other. And for the
moderate there's much more in between with a media room and its 60" TV, two swimming pools
(there's a shallow pool for kids) a library of books and magazines and three lounge areas where to
read them - one indoor, two outdoor, including one with a jacuzzi and bar attached.
Apart from all the bells and whistles it's the staff that make the Bali villa holiday stand out from the
crowd, and Villa Manis' team, including a villa manager, driver, security and private chef, pride
themselves on going the extra mile to make your stay a most memorable one indeed.
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